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English Language

Finding the verbs

Read the following extracts and underline the verbs. Then label the underlined verbs as:

• auxiliary (prim aux, mod aux, semi-aux) or lexical (lex) 

• finite (fin) or non-finite (n-fin).

The first example has been done for you.

Extract 1
Urban Dictionary’s users range from creatively rebellious teenagers who write openly about their 
lives in their definitions, to hip twentysomethings and thirtysomethings with unique and entertaining 
insights into the definitions of emerging words, to not quite so hip ’rents and teachers who want to 
know why their kids or students keep referring to them as “hella bootsy,” to serious students of the 
English language from all over the world. The content of Urban Dictionary has become the irreverent 
calling card of a linguistic generation.

Extract 2
May 14th, 1800.—Wm. and John set off into Yorkshire after dinner at half-past two o’clock, cold pork 
in their pockets. I left them at the turning of the Low-wood bay under the trees. My heart was so full 
that I could hardly speak to W. when I gave him a farewell kiss. I sate a long time upon a stone at the 
margin of the lake, and after a flood of tears my heart was easier. The lake looked to me, I knew not 
why, dull and melancholy, and the weltering on the shores seemed a heavy sound.

Extract 3
My Lord, you know I neuar comytted any offence, wherby I should submyt my selfe, more then that I 
was bound in duty of a wyffe to doe to you; I beseache you charge me partecularly, that I may know 
my faults. I am assured, that non leueing, could be more dutyfull, trew, faythfull, and carefull to a 
husband, then I haue euar ben to you; I haue sought all means to haue pleased you and many years, 
you thought well of me.
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Answers
Extract 1 (preface)

Urban Dictionary’s users range from creatively rebellious teenagers who write openly about 
                                           lex/fin                                                                       lex/fin
their lives in their definitions, to hip twentysomethings and thirtysomethings with unique and 

entertaining insights into the definitions of emerging words, to not quite so hip ’rents and 

teachers who want to know why their kids or students keep referring to them as “hella 
                 semi-aux/fin  lex/n-fin                                         lex/fin    n-fin
bootsy,” to serious students of the English language from all over the world. The content of 

Urban Dictionary has become the irreverent calling card of a linguistic generation.
                     prim aux/fin  lex/n-fin

Extract 2 (diary)

May 14th, 1800.—Wm. and John set off into Yorkshire after dinner at half-past two o’clock, 
                                                          lex/fin
cold pork in their pockets. I left them at the turning of the Low-wood bay under the trees. My 
                                             lex/fin
heart was so full that I could hardly speak to W. when I gave him a farewell kiss. I sate a 
        lex/fin                 mod aux        lex/n-fin                    lex/fin                                  lex/fin
long time upon a stone at the margin of the lake, and after a flood of tears my heart was 
                                                                                                                                                 lex/fin
easier. The lake looked to me, I knew not why, dull and melancholy, and the weltering on the 
                            lex/fin              lex/fin
shores seemed a heavy sound.
              lex/fin
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Extract 3 (letter)

My Lord, you know I neuar comytted any offence, wherby I should submyt my selfe, more 
                      lex/fin               lex/fin                                        mod aux  lex/n-fin
then that I was bound in duty of a wyffe to doe to you; I beseache you charge me 
        prim aux/fin lex/n-fin                          n-fin                     lex/fin              lex  
partecularly, that I may know my faults. I am assured, that non leueing, could be more 
                       mod aux  lex/n-fin              lex/fin                                   mod aux  lex/n-fin
dutyfull, trew, faythfull, and carefull to a husband, then I haue euar ben to you; I haue 
                                                                                        prim aux/fin   lex/n-fin      prim aux/fin 
sought all means to haue pleased you and many years, you thought well of me.
lex/n-fin                           n-fin                                                       lex/fin


